
VOCABULARY DEFINITIONS 
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TERM ONE  TERM TWO 

WORD 
Part of 

Speech 
DEFINITION  WORD 

Part of 

Speech 
DEFINITION 

1. book noun sheets of paper with printing on them joined together inside a 

cover for you to read 

 1. loose adjective not tied or held by anything 

2. read verb to look at written words and understand what they mean  2. very adverb more than you’d expect 

3. horse noun an animal with four legs, hoofs and a long mane and tail  3. breakfast noun the first meal of the day 

4. duck noun a large bird with a broad, flat bill, short legs and webbed feet for 

swimming 

 4. lunch noun a meal you eat in the middle of the day 

5. chicken noun a young hen or rooster  5. bite verb to use your teeth to cut into and take a piece of something 

6. teach verb to give knowledge of something to someone so that he or she 

knows about it or knows how to do it 

 6. elephant noun a very large animal with thick, tough skin, a long trunk, curved 

tusks and big ears shaped like fans 

7. paint noun the liquid you use to brush colour onto something  7. fur noun the soft, thick hair that covers some animals such as foxes, cats, 

koalas, kangaroos and possums 

8. draw verb to make a picture with a pen or pencil  8. lion noun a large fierce cat that lives in Africa and Asia and eats meat 

9. little adjective small  9. giraffe noun a very tall animal with a long neck and legs, and with spots on its 

skin 

10. nice adjective pleasant  10. penguin noun a bird that cannot fly but has webbed feet for swimming 
 

TERM THREE  TERM FOUR 
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Part of 

Speech 
DEFINITION  WORD 

Part of 

Speech 
DEFINITION 

1. ready adjective able to be used straight away  1. pyjamas noun a loose jacket and trousers for sleeping in 

2. school noun the place where children go to learn  2. wash verb to make something clean using water and soap 

3. glasses noun two pieces of rounded glass in a frame that some people wear 

over their eyes to help them see things better 

 3. brush noun something made of hair or bristles joined to a handle, such as a 

hair brush, a tooth brush or a paint brush 

4. great adjective large  4. over preposition to the other side of 

5. doctor noun someone whose job is to look after sick and injured people and 

give them medicine 

 5. open verb to undo or unlock 

6. warm adjective having a little bit of heat but not too hot  6. enormous adjective very large 

7. insect noun a small creature that has its body divided into three parts and 

has six legs and sometimes wings 

 7. rainbow noun the curved line of colours that you sometimes see in the sky 

when the rain stops 

8. nest noun the home made by a bird to lay its eggs in  8. air noun the gases that surround the earth 

9. stick noun a long thin piece of wood, often from a tree branch  9. inside adjective a part surrounded by something or near the centre of something 

10. egg noun a roundish object with a thin shell, laid by a female bird.  10. fill verb to put something into another thing until there is no space left 

 


